Relative affinities of DNA sequences for the histone octamer depend strongly upon both the temperature and octamer concentration.
Using a novel competition assay to determine the relative strength of different histone octamer-binding sites, we have compared three natural and two synthetic sites. We show that the relative affinities of these sites for the histone octamer depend upon both the temperature and octamer concentration. In particular, under certain conditions, a natural octamer-binding site from a yeast promoter outcompetes a synthetic sequence of comparable affinity to the strongest previously described positioning sequence. Under other conditions, this synthetic sequence is the preferred octamer ligand. We infer that sequence selection by the histone octamer depends strongly upon both the sequence-dependent anisotropy of DNA bending and on DNA deformability and that these parameters may contribute differently to nucleosome formation. These findings indicate that previous studies designed to identify strong octamer-binding sites may fail to select some natural strong binding sites.